Collisions are very stressful events, physically, financially and emotionally.
One of the best things we can do to get through the experience is to be prepared and know what to do
ahead of time.
Five things to know about car collisions
1. You can still be considered "at fault" in a collision, even if you weren’t charged.
The police and insurance companies have different criteria for determining who is at fault in an accident. In
many cases, especially in bad weather conditions or situations with extenuating circumstances, the police may
choose not to charge either driver with an offence.
This is in contrast with insurance regulations in which one party or the other, (sometimes both) is always
considered to bear the fault for a collision. Fault in a car collision in Ontario is decided according to the Fault
Determination Rules set out in the Insurance Act. The Fault Determination Rules cover over 40 different
accident scenarios and assign a fault percentage from 0 to 100% to each driver in an accident. Similar laws
exist in other provinces as well.
Being considered at fault for an accident in insurance terms doesn’t mean you will or should be charged by the
police, it’s simply a way of assigning responsibility for an accident for the purpose of determining insurance
compensation and financial responsibility.
2."No fault" insurance doesn’t mean that no one is responsible for an accident.
Many provinces in Canada, such as Ontario, have what is known as no-fault insurance. You might be tempted
to assume this means that no one is held responsible for causing a collision.
No-fault insurance means that regardless of who is at fault, you only deal with your own insurance company
when making a claim. You don’t have to chase down the other driver’s insurance company to seek financial
compensation for an automobile collision.
What this means for the consumer is that you can settle your claims faster, easier and receive any benefits
you’re entitled to sooner than if you had to track down the other driver’s insurance company yourself.
3. The most common collision location is a parking lot.
Collision can happen anywhere, but the most common location is in a parking lot. Parking lots have many cars
in a relatively confined space and many of those cars are in the midst of making difficult manoeuvres such as
backing up, making tight turns and entering traffic lanes.
Parking lot collisions generally cause the most confusion as to which driver is at fault in a given scenario. The
fault determination in an accident depends on the specific details of each case, however there a few general
rules to go by:
•

If a driver who is in motion hits a parked car, the driver in motion is typically at fault. If you’re in motion,
you must have control over your vehicle and should be able to avoid stationary objects, even those that
are parked in inconvenient or illegal locations.
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•

Drivers entering a lane of traffic must yield to other cars. If you’re pulling out of your parking space to
enter a lane of traffic, you must yield to other vehicles travelling in that lane. Also, as a general rule,
drivers who are turning must yield to drivers travelling in a straight line. If you’re turning into a lane,
you must yield to drivers who are already travelling in that lane.

•

You can get a traffic ticket in a parking lot. Failure to stop at stop signs, collisions with other vehicles
and excessive speeding can all result in you receiving a traffic ticket, even though you’re in a parking lot.

4. What to do in a hit and run collision.
Failure to stop or leaving the scene of an accident is a violation of the Criminal Code of Canada and if you’re
convicted of doing so, you may face up to five years in prison along with hefty fines and likely the cancellation
of your insurance policy. No matter what the circumstances of a collision, you will always make things worse
by leaving the scene.
If you’re the victim of a hit and run collision, try to record as much information as possible and call the police
immediately. Seek out any witnesses for details and get as much contact information as possible. Take
pictures of the vehicles (your own and the other party involved) write down as much information as possible.
Draw a picture of how the collision occurred, which way you were going, the other car, speed, road and
weather conditions, anything that will help you remember and also the insurance adjuster, who may be called
out later to inspect the damage to your and the other driver’s vehicle.
5. When to call the police after a collision.
You are required to call the police if you’re involved in an accident that exceeds your province’s threshold for
property damage or if anyone has been injured as a result of the accident. You should also call the police if you
suspect the other driver was engaging in illegal activity such as drinking and driving, or you are involved in a
collision with a government vehicle (local, provincial or federal).
Each province sets a dollar value for estimated damages that will determine if you need to involve the police.
In Ontario, for example, the threshold is $2,000, and this limit includes the damage to both vehicles as any
other damage resulting from the collision such as broken or dented traffic barriers, telephone poles or
signage.
If the collision has caused damage, but no major injuries, you should call the local police department line,
rather than using 911. Calling 911 should be reserved only if someone is seriously injured, if there is a fire
resulting from the collision or if you feel there is an immediate threat to your safety or that of others in the
area.
In Thunder Bay, go to the Collision Centre at Thunder Bay police station and report the collision then call your
insurance company. You may be asked to get at least 2 independent evaluations from a body repair shop.
When you decide to get your vehicle repaired, you can choose whatever body shop you want and not
necessarily the preferred shop of the insurance company.

